Adventures in Greyhawk
Episode I:
HERALDO THE GREAT

ACT I

Scene I
[SEKHMET] You are running atop a slippery slope, dark rain pounding your clothes, an
occasional flash of lightning illuminating the rooftops and the dim streets below. Your heart is
pounding but you cannot stop. Not while there is still breath in you. Not while the creature in
your arms still purrs.
You come to a dead end at last, the edge of the roof. Lightning crackles and they emerge from
the shadows, their cloaks inky black.
“Your father is very disappointed in you, Sekhmet. Hand over the monster, and this will all go
away. We are not here to hurt you.”
Thutmose, your father, is a commander in the king’s army. Defender of the city of Freedon. You
once idolized him. But as you grew up, you slowly came to understand the butcher that he was.
The sphinx was no monster. It spoke in rhyme and in riddles and in metaphor, but posed no
threat, and still he and his small band of assassins murdered it. The battle was bloody; many
men were lost. It was when your father lay crippled that you stole deeper into the sphinx’ lair,
finding the cub. You named her Bast, hid her among your things, in your bedroom. But she
could not remain hidden forever.
[PC action]
Assassin will plead again, “You have no idea what you have there, what that thing will grow
into!” The PC will then be attacked by the assassin’s displacer beast, see MM p. 81. When
Sekhmet is near death, read the following:
Suddenly, the floor moves under you, and the city moves with it, and the air itself, and your very
self is stretching. The world itself is shifting, like a painting whose colors have run off the
canvas. When reality rights itself, you are standing alone on the rooftop, but the stars are
different … you’ve never seen such stars. And you know, this is something Bast has done.

Scene II
[YIPPYKIYAY] Every year, and for as long as anyone can remember, on the anniversary of
Something Special, the gnomes of Giant’s Nostril celebrate the archenelk, Great Guardian of
the Forest. But last year, despite the banners and the cakes and the happy dances, the
archenelk did not make its annual appearance. Deeply perturbed by these events, Chief
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Whoopdedoo called upon his moon druids. He sent one to the north, one south, one east, and
one west.
“Yippy, go as far west as you can go; go where the tall folk live, but keep out of trouble. If we
gnomes aim to go unnoticed, we keep out of trouble, hear? Then if you can, learn where the
archenelk went off to. But don’t forget your gnome roots; tell nobody who you are or where
you’ve been or what you’re up to, got it?”
That was sometime ago. After weeks of tracking deep in the Mythago Wood, you came upon its
hoof-prints, and the poachers pursuing it. In a clearing by the edge of the lake now, you see the
majestic creature; it makes no sound, casts no shadow, forms no ripples or reflection upon the
water, and yet it is there just the same . . .

[PC action]
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. . . unaware of those who seek to do it harm. Kobolds! Sworn enemies of gnomes everywhere,
since time immemorial, since Garl Glittergold tricked and trapped Kurtulmak, the kobold god,
beneath the earth. How does the archenelk remain oblivious to the danger? Something must be
masking their scent, their clumsy noisy movement.
There are six kobolds here (MM p. 195), two with poisoned crossbows trained on the archenelk,
four with daggers. As the battle unfolds, a stray quarrel makes its mark,
Liquid gold—archenelk blood—pours from the fletching in the stag’s neck, and you watch with
despair as death begins to cloud its emerald eyes. A voice clear as any speaks to you, saying,
“In all the world, there is only one other like me. If she is to fall, this wood, your race, all you hold
dear is certain to perish.” You see a dragon, Charnabyss, waking from her thousand year
slumber, the mountains ablaze, the Mythago Wood in ashes, nothing but the blackened husks of
trees. [END VISION]

Scene III
[YOUR PARTY HERE …] You are falling and falling through the darkness, your stomach
spinning; and yet you feel weightless, light as a feather, empty as a shadow. Down and down
you go, through a well of swirling stars—a whirlpool of light—and now you feel you are no
longer falling but being pulled, and now you are floating and then rising. You are entering a door
of pure light. What alien world awaits you? What grand new vista to meet your eyes?
Suddenly, your face hits something hard. You taste wood and sawdust, and … flour? There is
no vista, no landscape, just a dimly lit room with dusty shelves.
The PC’s will have arrived in Greyhawk (if some players are missing, their characters were list
mid-transfer). Specifically, they are in the storeroom of the Country Bitza Inn. Shelves contain
olives and pickles, a few bottles of wine. There are bags of onions, and flour spilling white
powder. PER (10). There are rat droppings and rat prints in the flour.
After a short time in this world, you feel heavier, surfaces feel courser, the colors are deeper yet
more subtle.
Up a short flight of steps, there is a small kitchen area and a portly man with a white hat named
Steve, but his friends call him Doughboy. He will be tossing dough into the air. STEALTH (10)
Steve is hard of hearing, but if he detects the PC’s, they will get a stern talking to. “What do you
folk think you’re doing sneaking around back here? Customers aren't allowed in the kitchen
area! Get out, will ya, or I’ll call the kingsmen.”
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A pair of double swinging, saloon-style doors leads to a small dining area. A tapestry hangs from
the wall, old and faded. You do not recognize the creature on it, though it reminds you of
something you’ve seen before.
There are few tables here. In one corner sits a small hooded figure with a strange looking dog
[YIPPY]. In another, a woman [SEKHMET].

[FREE PLAY: Get the PC’s to interact with each other. When all is said and done, go to Scene
IV]

Scene IV
A bell rings, and an old man with a long white beard enters through the door. He leans his cane
against the wall and brushes the rain from his robe. Steve does not look happy to see the old
man. They exchange a few words in hushed tones, and then you hear Steve shouting.
“Not again! Haven't you done enough damage already?”
“Do not take that tone with me! Do you not know who I am? I am Heraldo the Great!” He
snatches up his staff, and all of the room’s furnishings start to wobble, and the plates and
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goblets start to float from the tables like bubbles. “I could, if I so wished it, make as if you’d
never been born!”
At once, you are hit with a powerful sense of deja vu, as if this has all happened before, though
you know you’ve never seen him, or been in this place, before.
Heraldo will apologize to the group, and introduce himself. “Have we met before? If not, allow
me to introduce myself. I am Heraldo. Some call me Heraldo the Great, Wizard Extraordinaire,
but not many.” Hungry? He slams his staff on the ground and everyone gets the hiccups, but
when they hiccup a coin drops from their mouths.
“I was a great adventurer once, much like yourselves, a good 30 years ago, or was it 300? I get
confused in my old age. Yes, indeed, my companion and destroyed legions of goblins, battled a
white dragon over a frost covered bridge, rode pegasi up a floating castle, met Hercules and
Thor, stormed the gates of the Demon Lord, Orcus. Aaah . . . the stories I could tell you, you’d
never believe them! But that was another time, a more innocent time. Nowadays, mostly, I sit
alone in my study, writing books.” His eyes fall, and a great sadness seems to come over him.
“Truth be told . . . I come here seeking companions. For one last quest. It will be dangerous, but
I can offer anything you ask.”
[PC actions]
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ACT II
Summary: The PC’s must venture through the tomb of Sir Marek, Heraldo’s old companion. The
tomb has been designed as a test for warriors to prove their mettle, to join Marek’s quest to
defend the world against the coming of Demogorgon. Heraldo believes Marek has been driven
insane by his encounter with the demon prince, having possibly becoming a Death Knight, and
hopes to free his soul.
Scene I
Heraldo leads the party to an old graveyard, and the tomb of Sir Marek. The tomb is marked by
a statue, and written below it:
HERE LIES SIR MAREK THE BRAVE THE NOVA KNIGHT.
If asked about the quest, Heraldo will simply remark, “You’ll understand when the time comes.”
Moving the stone lid with his magic, Heraldo reveals a flight of stairs leading down to the
entrance level of the tomb.

Rooms:
1. This room contains 3 doors. Above the doors is written: “ONLY THE WORTHY WILL
SURVIVE,” with a stone mural of Sir Marek.
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2. In small lettering, this door reads, “You Must Be Fierce.” It does not open unless doors #3
and #4 are also opened. +200 XP.
Once someone enters, solid iron bars slam down, trapping the occupants. A mural depicts
Sir Marek’s battle with kobolds. The only way to exit the room is to fight the kobolds, but they
do not appear unless someone occupies rooms #3 and #4. +200 XP. For every occupant in
the room, 3 kobolds appear.

3. This door reads, “You Must Be Dextrous.” Bars close upon entering this room, sealing the
occupants. There is no other exit. A series of poles rises from the floor. They are 4” in
diameter and 5’ apart. PC’s must hop from one to another, a total of four jumps, making a
DEX check DC 15 every time. Failing once, the PC slips and catches himself/herself. Two
failures, and the PC drops to an underground level taking 3d6 falling damage (or save for
half DC 15), then go to #5. If reaching the end of the room: +300 XP.
4. This door reads, “You Must Be Brave.” Bars close upon entering this room, sealing the
occupants. Bones of fallen warriors litter the floor, their swords and armor red and cracked
and bubbling, half-eaten by rust. Along the wall, there is a mural depicting Marek’s battle
with the Manticore. (PER 10). They have been dead a long time. (PER 15). They were killed
by a monster. Upon searching the room, the Manticore (see MM p. 213) will appear, taunting
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the PC’s, telling them they are worthless as it attempts to devour them.

5. This room is dark, and smells of rotten meat and decay. The ground is slick and sticky with
mucus. LIGHT/TORCHES/DARKVISION: The walls are alive with insects. A strange mound
of roach covered filth hides in one corner, beside a circular grate. If moving toward the grate,
the mound will come alive, revealing its true form! (Roper MM p. 261). Escape lair: +300 XP.
To escape:
Kill the Roper and make “ropes” from its tentacles.
Kill roper and bend grate bars with STR. check 25. To do this, take ’20’ adding PC’s scores
together.
Kill the roper and break bars open with a bludgeoning weapon. Bars have HP 10, DR 5.
6. The door leading to this area looks like a wall. (INV. 10). It opens by pushing three hidden
switches in rooms #2, #3 and #4 simultaneously. +200 XP. It contains a dry, cobwebbed
fountain with the statue of a knight.
7. This small room contains a desk table, some chairs, candle wicks (nearly burnt out), a stack
of parchment, an inkwell (mostly dry) and some quills, and a small chest. The chest contains
very old maps, from adventures gone by (INV 15) and a tiny figurine of a two-headed
baboon with tentacles for arms. The wicks have been recently used, as has the parchment,
indicating life. +50 XP.
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8. Above this door reads, “YOU MUST BE WISE, FOR THINGS ARE NOT AS THEY SEEM.”
The inside of this room is an illusion. It appears to be a rope bridge crossing a fiery lake of
magma. As the PC’s attempt to cross it, a young white dragon will appear. As long as the
PC’s choose to believe the dragon is real, it can harm them (but not kill them). Once the
PC’s reject the illusion, the cavernous space will become a simple room, without a bridge or
magma. +400 XP. Along one wall, a mural depicts Heraldo and Lattice fighting a dragon.
“That’s me,” the wizard says,“with the glowing hands. Lattice died long ago, in Egypt. We
buried him there.” The circle where the dragon’s wing meets its body is a switch, opening
another wall into the inner-chamber. +200 XP.
9. In the center of this room, there is a sarcophagus and a sword. “Hmm,” Heraldo says, “I’ve
never gotten this far before, or have I? Along the rim of the stone coffin there is written,
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“WELL DONE, CHAMPION. YOU ARE WORTHY OF THE SWORD OF THE NOVA
KNIGHT.”
[PC Action / +200 XP to whomever figures to open the sarcophagus.]

“No!” Heraldo cries suddenly. “Don’t touch that sword! It’s another trick. I know Marek like
my own skin.” Raising his arms up, the stone lid slides away, to reveal yet another series of
steps leading down.

ACT III

Scene I
You see a long dinner table surrounded by still figures, skeletons in varied states of decay, many
of them in armor. It looks like a party of adventurers who sat down to dinner, never to rise, the
food on their plates moldy beyond recognition, though the acrid stench assaults your senses. Of
three candelabras, only one is lit, two lone candles flickering in the dark. At the head of the
table, in a tall velvet chair, sits a knight in gleaming full plate. You recognize him instantly, by the
“M” sigil on his breast, and the plume on his helmet.
“Heraldo . . . I’ve saved a spot for you. You remember Dutch? Lattice? My Queen, Elita?”
“Marek—what’s happened here? You’ve gone insane!”
“Been a long time, Heraldo. Too long, in fact.” There is a dark, exhausted tone in his voice.
“I have only come to help you.”
“Help me? Help me!” he cries angrily. “Where was your help when I needed it? When I was
struggling, alone against the darkness? Where were you then?”
“I admit . . . we didn’t always see eye to eye. We went our separate ways . . .”
“Went our separate ways? You betrayed me! I’ll never forgive what you did . . . just as we were
about to storm the Gates of Orcus, you imagined yourself my equal, tried to seize command!”
“Listen to yourself, Marek. I was never your subordinate. We were friends. Equals. Until your
power grew too great.”
“I only wanted to vanquish the darkness. Orcus threatened our world, and it was our sacred
destiny to stop him. But you abandoned the campaign. You fought me and you abandoned me.”
“You found the darkness everywhere but in yourself, Marek. In your mad zeal to destroy Orcus,
you became that which you most feared. I had no choice but to leave you.”
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“No matter,” he waves his hand over the candle flame, “that is . . . ancient history. I found others.
Raised followers to my cause. We destroyed Orcus, and then, the Demon Prince. Demogorgon
himself!”
“And yet, here you sit, alone in your own tomb. Why?”
“Because the darkness can never truly be destroyed! The Abyss is a force unto itself, as natural
as the wind and sun. I thought to rid the world of Demogorgon forever, but he has returned. I
can feel him. He waits for me in death. Plotting revenge.”
“I was not with you then, but I have read the books. The eyes of Demogorgon are said to drive
men mad. You looked into his eyes, didn’t you?”
“Yes . . . but, it was only for a second . . .”
“Then the madness still dwells within you!”
“No! It’s not like that . . . it’s, it’s not!”
“Please, for old time’s sake . . . will you not let me help you?”
“It’s much too late for that . . .” He smashes the table and the room grows dim. “Get out, and
take your weaklings with you . . . Or I will teach you the meaning of power!”

The PC’s have a few options here:
Battle Sir Marek, at the urging of Heraldo, who will insist Marek is becoming a Death Knight,
and will afterward become “nigh unstoppable.” During the battle, Heraldo can enhance the
PC’s using true strike and haste.
Turn against Heraldo, at Marek’s urging. “Look what this old fool has brought you into. Join
me, and together we can lay waste to the Demon Prince!”
Persuade for a truce. This is far more difficult, as it will require opposing CHA. checks v. both
Heraldo and Marek. In addition, the PC’s must make a convincing, verbal argument.
Whether they are killed, defeat Marek, or win a truce, go to Scene II.
Scene II: Results
Marek Dies: Deeply regretting the results of his actions, Heraldo exclaims, “My friend, oh my
dear friend . . . can this truly be our story’s end? In tragedy and death? I only ever meant to
save you. But you were too far gone. If only there was something I could do, something . . . wait
a minute, this all seems very familiar to me. Yes! By golly, I was here before! But I can never
seem to remember. I wished it all away, reversed time, but . . . good heavens, it would appear I
am caught in a loop!”
The Party is Killed: “What have I done? Leading you poor souls to your end, long before your
time. Truly, I did not mean for such calamity to unfold. If only there was something I could do,
something . . . wait a minute, this all seems very familiar to me. Yes! By golly, I was here before!
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But I can never seem to remember. I wished it all away, reversed time, but . . . good heavens, it
would appear I am caught in a loop!”
Truce: Heraldo says, “This is not the end. There is still hope, my friend. Always. I leave you to
your solitude, but do not dwell long therein, for in eternal solitude one can only find his demons.”

After the scene, all PC’s return to the Country Bitza Inn, with only a vague memory of things
having transpired.

QUEST COMPLETE: AWARD ALL PC’S 500 XP!!!
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